
Howdy! Welcome to thehellocard.com.

w w w.t h e h e l l o c a rd . co m

Scratching your head don’t know how to prepare a fitting file for printing? Always get a bad printing and blurry 
business card when order online?

Don't panic! We’ve prepare a checklists for you to go thru before you submit file to us.

DIE-CUT / CUSTOM SHAPED BUSINESS CARD

Please be noted that we have a maximum & minimum size of business card that we can only print.
Always ensure your card size is within our size range:

1 CARD SIZE

We accept only file format: AI (recommended), PDF (recommended), EPS (recommended), PSD, JPG & TIF. 
For design which contains images & graphic / text, please ensure text & graphic are in vector based format
(ai, eps & pdf), saving text & graphic in JPG, PSD & TIF format could result in 'fuzzy' edges.

2 FILE FORMAT (ai, pdf, eps)

The color mode of submitted files must be in CMYK. Other color mode will be converted to CMYK.
Conversion from one color standard to another will cause colors to shift.

3 FILE IS IN CMYK MODE

Beside converting your images to CMYK mode, the resolution of your images is important as well to ensure a
clear and sharp printing. Please ensure all the images is at least 300dpi at the final print size.

3 2MM BLEEDING ON ALL SIDES4 IMAGE RESOLUTION - 300 dpi
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MAX SIZE MIN SIZE

DIE-CUT BUSINESS CARD 89MM x 54MM 40MM x 40MM



Always do your artwork for printing with bleed. A minimum of 2mm bleeding on all sides is require and
extend all your background color, graphic & images to touch the edge of the bleed.
Please check below for an example:

5 2MM BLEEDING ON ALL SIDES

Please ensure all important parts of your design are kept within the safe area. 2mm away from
your actual card size is recommended, check Example 1 above.

36 SAFE AREA

Outlined your text before summiting is important, it prevents missing fonts and ensure all the layout is
in place.
- In Illustrator, select all layer, go to “type” and select “create outlines”.

37 OUTLINED TEXT

To prevent any images, logo from missing on your design, kindly embed all the images in Illustator.
- In Illustrator, go to “save as” , select option “include linked files”

38 INCLUDE LINKED FILES
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My card actual size: 89mm X 54mm

Safe area: (89mm - 4mm) X (54mm - 4mm) = 85mm X 50mm

Bleeding: (89mm + 4mm) X (54mm + 4mm) = 93mm X 58mm

Example 1



To prepare a file for die-cutting business card, kindly provide us the vector for the part that you wish to cut.

9 DIE-CUT LINE

file to be printed die-cut line in vector format,
solid 100% black

final result
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Should you’ve any part that is not clear, do drop us an email. We are happy to assist you anytime.

         hello@thehellocard.com

10 DON’T
Possible Registration Problems
Below are mis-registration scenario that can be happen during the die-cut process
as + - 1mm cutting edge tolerance has to be taken into consideration.

Multi-Edges Die Line
How to define “Multi-Edges Die Line” - More than 5 cutting edges within 10mm. 
Shown below is the correct and incorrect multi-edge die-line edges:

10mm
NOT ACCEPTABLE

10mm
ACCEPTABLE

10mm
NOT ACCEPTABLE

10mm
ACCEPTABLE

Desire effect
(Border Printing)

What may happen
(uneven border)


